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Amsterdam, to which attention has been drawn in our columns. 
The notice is on the whole favourable to this new venture.-The 
notes and new publications are well up to date. 

J1fdeorologische Zeitscltrijt, April. -On the hypotheses of the 
oscillations of the so-called maximum zone of the aurora, and 
the peculiarities of the development of the aurora in this zone, by 
A. Paulsen. In 1872 Prof. Fritz asserted that the winter minimum 
of the aurora diminished with increase of latitude, and in 188o M. 
Tromholt endeavoured to show that the maximum zone is in a state 
of continual oscillation, as it makes uot only a yearly and eleven
yearly movement, but also a daily periorlical change of position. 
Also that aurorre are more frequent in the morning hours than 
in the evening, and therefore that the maximum zone ;hifts to 
the northward during the night. . The object of Dr. Paulsen's 
paper is to refute these assertions, and he quotes observations to 
show that the movement of the zone of greatest auroral display 
during the course of the night is not towards the north, and states 
that no single phenomenon exists that can be explained by a 
daily oscillation of the maximum z> ne, but that, on the contrary, 
all that we know about the daily range of the aurora points to 
the fact that no such movement can er.ist.-Relations of daily 
synoptic weather charts to the general circulation of the atmos
phere, by E. Herrmann. Startmg from the point of view that 
the resultants of the forces of the earth's rotauon and. of centri
fuga l force, iu a stationary condition of the atmosphere, must he 
normal to the areas of equal pressure, the author shows how the 
normal distribution of J..>ressure is solely a result of the difference 
of rotation of the atmosphere round the earth's axis, and of the 
rotation of the earth itself. On the basis of the distribution of 
pressure acccording to Maury's wnes, there result three zones 
in each hemisphere :-An equatorial zone of easterly winds, 
a zone of westerl y winds, and a polar zone of easterly winds, 
with correspondin:{ changes of pressure. It follows from the 
decrease of temperature towards the pole that at a certain height 
the zone of westerly winds extends over the zone of easterly 
winds. The daily positions and extent of the zones are deter
mined by the distribution of pressure in all latitudes, and their 
existence is a necessary conseq uence of the principle of the pre
servation of areas, hut applied to the whole atmo;phere, and 
not to individual particles as Ferrel has done. The author urges 
the importance of the continuance of synoptic charts, and of 
the desirability of telegraphic reports from Iceland and the 
Azores. 

Bulletin de l'Acad/mie de Belgiq ue, No. 4.-The most 
interesting paper is one by G. Vander Meusbrugghe on negative 
hydrostat rc pressure. l t is well known that any horizontal layer 
of a liquid in eq uilibrium supports a hydrostatic pressure equal 
to the weight ol a column of liquid, whose base is equal to the 
area of the layer considered, and whose height is the vertical 
distance of the layer from the surface. The author investigates 
the pressures existing in layers lilted up abo-ue the level, whether 
by atmospheric pres>ure, caprllarity, or otherwise. In this case 
the hydrostatic pressure will be similarly calculated, but will be 
negative, so that it must be subt racted from the external pressure 
upon the surface of the liquid in order to obtain the true pres
sure on the layer. Thi; conclusion is illustrated by a series of 
striking expenments. A test-tube was filled with water and 
withdrawn, mouth downwards, from the lank, leaving the mouth 
an inch or so below the level. A U-tube was closed with the 
thumb at one enJ, while the other was inserted in the test-tube. 
On releasing it, air was sucke<l into the test tube and the liquid ' 
reduced to the exterior level. A long cylindrical tube of paper, 
similarly filled with water and withdrawn, was flattened more 
and more towards the top, owing to the atmospheric pressure 
exceeding that of the liquid inside. The same reasoning applied 
to cases where the liqu1d was raised by capillary action, the dis
tribution of pressure being the same as if the tubes had been 
closed at the capillary surfaces_ A wide tube was provided with 
a closely-fitting cork, through which was passed a very fine tube. 
The liquid was held suspended in the wide tube owing to the 
capillary action of the sur face in the thin tube, which was 4 em. 
aiJ')ve the level. On introducing a U-tube as before, the water 
was again expelled by the air in, and reduced to the ex
ternal level. 

Bulldi11 de !a S"ci!hr des Natura!iJtes de illoscott, I892, No.3· 
-Sources !or the flora of the Kieff educational district (Kieff, 
Volhynia, Podnlia, Tchernigov, and Poltava), by Comte Bour
delle de l\lonacsor, being a full bibliography of all publications 
relative to the subject.-Contributions to the ornithology of the 
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Transcaspian region, according to the researches of M. Thomas 
Barey, by J. Stolzmann. M. l3arey travelled in the region in 
1889-91 for the l:lranicki Museum of Warsaw. Of the 230 
species mentioned in the detailed list now given, I 7 are new for 
the region.-On the alkalies of the blood and the lymph, hy 
J. M. Syechenov. Blood being not only the store for the food 
materials of the organism, but also 1 he medium for breathing, it 
is desirable to ascertain the means of n1aintaining the composi
tion of blood which is necessa ry for that purpose. The fact 
that the carbonate of sodium from the pancreatic and intestine 
juice enters the b'ood, is considered a process for feeding the 
blood with necessary alkalies.-The Upper Tithonic deposits 
of Cent ral Russia; note by N. in 
Russia, by H . Traulschuld. Remarks against the glaciation of 
middle Russia, based upon the old conceptio n of only mountain 
glaciers being able to produce glacial effects.- The O!tostep!wnus 
nodiger zone near Milkovo in Podolsk, government of Moscow, 
by D. Stremoukhoff. New species, 0. milkovensis, described. 
-Note on some special cases of the problem of several bodies, 
by Th. Sloudsky--Short report upon and botanical 
excursions in Yaroslav and Vologc1a, by Dr. Z ickendrath.-On 
the neurokeratin, by Dr. J. Ogneff. This substance, in the 
sense established by Kuhne and his followers, does not exist 
either in the peripheral nerves or in the when obta 'ned 
from the brain it represents a varied mixture of unsoluble re· 
mainclers from the tissues the brain; the molecular 
substance (retina, brain) on the one side, and the neurokeratin
net in the peripheral nerves on the other side, cannot be con
sidered as hom.,Jogical formation s. -(id. No.4). A li st of the 
mammals and birds from the Aral steppes, by A. M. Nikol;ky 
-New species, Astragalus tn-alensis , by Dr. Litvinov.-Note 
on the cold of J 'nuary, 1893, by B. Sresnewskij.-To the 
memory of N. ]. Kokscharoff and A. W. Gadolin, by V. Ver· 
nadsky. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 

LONDON. 

Mathematical Society, June 8.-Mr. A. 13. Basset, F.R.S., 
vice· president, in the chair.-The chairman announced tt.at the 
Council had unanimously made the fourth award of its De-Morgan 
gold medal to Prof. F. Klein, of Gottingen, on the ground ol his 
many contribu tions to the advance of mathematical science. 
The foll ow communications were made :-Complex in
tegers deri ved from 83 - 2 = o, and on the algebraical 
integer,; derived from an irreducible cubic equation, by l'rof. 
G. B. Mathews.-P•eud o-elliptic integrals and their dynamical 
applicatiom, by A. G. Greenhill, F.R.S. Writing the Elliptic 
Integral of the Third Kind in the canonical fo rm-

where 

I = f 1'z + 1lX- dz, 
(z + x),.,JZ 

Z = 4z(z + x )'' - {(J' + I )z + xy}', 

then x and y are the quantities e uployed by Ilalphen in his 
"Fonctions Elliptiques," t. i. p. IOJ. l'utting 

where 

and 

then 

o + x :::: pu - pv, 

12pv = - (y + I)" - 4X, 

Zm + x = pmv - pv, 

z1 +X = O, 

+ x = x , 

z3 +X =)', 
x(y- x) 

z-1 + x == --1'-,-, 

and so on ; and generally o, + xis the same as Abel's 
. , fX t6b3 4ab 
1f we replace Abels x by - , and -. and 1 + - - by Hal-

4b p" p 
phen's - x and - y :Abel's "CEuv1es Completes," t. iL pp. 
157, 163) Abel'srecurringequati .n for qm is nowonlyanother 
form of this elliptic function furmula-

p(u + v) + p(u - 2') = 2).V + r j''"<' )" + 
'I zt -· j ·V -
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with u = (m - I)v; and the continued fraction expansion em
ployed by Abel is not required, except, perhaps, for the deter
mination of P. The integral I is pseudo elliptic when the 
parameter vis an aliquot part n of a period; and then 

p(n - I)v =::: pv, or p(n - m)v = pmv, 

expressed by 

or 
Z;z_m ;::= Zm, == qm• 

The integral I can now, for odd values of n, be expressed 
in the form 

z(z + x)l"el" = {zHn-3 + Belln-5) + Czlln-7) + ... } ./z 
+ .i {Pzlln-1) + Qzl!"-11 + Rz!(n-5 + ... } = H ,.jz + iK, 

where Hand K are rational integral functions of z; the circular 
form of the integral being chosen on account of its dynamical 
applications. When n is even, a factor z - a of Z can be in
ferred by forming z!" + x; and then if z - b, z - c denote the 
other factors of Z, the value of I can be expressed in the form 

(z + x)l''eli 1 = {e!ln-2) + Bzlln-4) + ... } ,.j{(z- b) (z- c) 
+ i {Pzl(n-2) + Qzlln-41 + ... } ,j(z - a). 

The results for n = 3, 5, 7, 9 have heen already given in the 
Proc. London Math. Society, vol. xxiv. pp. 7-IO; thus for 

n = 3, x = o ; n = 4, y = o ; n = 5, y = x = - c ; 
n = 6, y = - c, x = - c(I +c); 
n = 7, y = - c(I + c),n = - c(I +c)"; 

n = 8, y = - c I_+ zc, x = - c( I + 2r} ; 
I + c 

n = 9, y = - c( I + c)2, x = - c( I + c)Z (I + c + c'') ; 

n = JO, y = . - c( I + c) , x = - c( t + c) 
(2 +c) (I - c- c2 ) (2 +c) (I - c - c')2 

But the next case of n =: I I presented difficulties, which were 
only overcome by the kind assistance of Dr. Robert Fricke, of 
Gottingen, and a reference to his article in the lJ[atlz. Anna!m, 
t. 40, p. 478. It was found that the relation 

z11 + x = o, or z5 = z6, 

equivalent to Halphen's 'Yn = o, or 

(xy - x2 - y3) (y - x)3 - xy (y - x - y2)3 = o, 

could be satisfied by 

x= -c(I +c)(I +c+q), y= -c(I +c)- cq 
I + -(' 

where 
q(q +I)= c(I +c)", 

or 
I+ 2q = .,/(I+ 4c + 8c2 + 4c3). 

The relation between this c and the parameters T and T' em
ployed hy Klein and Fricke (" Modulfunctionen, t. ii. p. 440) 
or the parameters 71 and W employed by Dr. Kieper! (Math. 
Ann. t. xxxii. p. 96), was finally found to be 

I + 4C + 2c2 
- 5c3 - 2c4 + c 5 I ·- I OT + T' 

c2( I + c)" 2T 2 

= + 6'1 - I6 + W). 
Given T and T', or '1 and W, the five roots of the quintic inc 
will correspond to the five parameters, 

(2, 4· 6, 8, 10) .."'.. 
II 

Conversely, given c the values of 

p(2, 4, 6, 8, IO) 
II 

can be found ; as also the values of T and T', or '1 and W. 
According to Dr. Fricke's theory (Math. Ann. t. 40) the case 
of n = I9 should have a solution similar to that of n = I 1. 
The general problem of the pseudo-elliptic integral is thus re
duced to the determination of x and y, considered as the 
coordinates of a point on the curve 

Zn + X = O, OT Zn-111 = Zm, 

or 
')'n = o (Halphen), 

as functions of a parameter c; and when this is effected the 

values ofp zsw can be found; and thence, in the manner of 
n 
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Kieper!, Klein, and Fricke, the various corresponding modular 
functions can be determined. In the dynamical applications to 
the motion of a top or gyros tat, the azimuth 1/; can be divided 
into two parts, >} 1 and 1/;2, where, according to the notation of 
Routh's "Eigirl Dynamics," 

1/;, = G: Cr J I-+ d:os8' 1/lz = J a' 

6 denoting the angular distance of the axis of the body from its 
highest position; and 1/;" 1/;2 are thus two elliptic integrals of the 
third kinrl, having their poles at the lowest and highest posi· 
tions of the axis, the positions of stable and unstable equili
brium. In >}1 we may put the parameter a = pw3, where w,. 
denotes the imaginary half· period, and p is a proper fraction ; 

also >}1 is pseudo-elliptic when p = ::", where rand n are in-
n 

tegers. ·when n is an odd integer, the value of >}1 can be 
expressed in thl! form 

(I + cos 6) '"•'"I.Y,-P<t = H ,.;e + iK, 

where H and K are rational integral functions of cos 6, of the 
degree (n - 3) and - 1 ), and 

e denotes sin 6'!
6

. 
dt 

But in >}2 the parameter is of the form 

b = f.t.!l + qw:i, 

where w1 is the real half-period; and to deduce a pseudo·ellip

tic expression for >}2 corresponding to q = :.':, the factors of 0 
n 

must be known ; say 

cos 6 - cos a, cos 6 - cos {3, cos 6 - cosh')', 

a and /3 being the inclinations between which 6 oscillates. 
Then, when >}2 is pseudo-elliptic, 

(I - cos 6)\''ein(.y,-p,t) = H' ,.j[(cos /3 - cos 6) (cos 6 -- cos a): 

+ iK' ,.)(cosh 'Y - cos 6), 
or 

= H' ,.){(cosh')'- cos 8) (cos() - cos a)} + iK' ,.j(cos /3 - cos 8), 
where H' and K' are rational integral functions of cos 8. By 
multiplication of these two equations for >}1 and >}2, we find an 
expression for 

(sin 8)"e'"io/-ft) 

where P = P1 + P2 ; the values of the secular terms p 1 and pz 
being most readily determined by a differentiation and verifica
tion. Changing the sign of i in >}2 , and denoting >}1 - >}2 by x, 
h - .fJ2 by q, we should find, as a verification, 
(sin 8)"ein(x-qt) = 

[L ,.)((cos /3 - cos 6) (cos 6 - cos a)} + iM ,.)(cosh I' - cos 6)]", 
where L and M are constants, corresponding to an elliptic 
integral of the third kind, with a parameter 

b - a= w1• 

The cases of 11 = 3 and 5 are worked out at length in the paper. 
The pseudo-elliptic expressions for >}2 are immediately available 
for the construction of algebraica! hopo!hodes, as the parameter 
in this mechanical problem is always of the form 

WI+ fjwg; 

while the pseudo-elliptic expressions for >}1 can be utilised in the 
construction of solvable cases of the tortuous curve assumed by a 
revolving chain. In the herpolhode the case of n = 3 is realised 
when "the focal ellipse of the momenta! ellipsoid rolls on a 
plane at a distance from the centre equal to the difference of its 
semi-axes ; "and -when n = 4, "the distance of the fixed plane 
is equal to the distance from centre to focus of this focal ellipse." 
By Prof. Sylvester's thwrems on correlated bodies, the motion 
of the bodies having momenta! ellipsoids confocal to this focal 
ellipse, can be inferred immediately. In the equations of the 
Precession and Nutation of the earth, or of the motion of an 
elongated projectile in an infinite frictionless liquid, the function 
0 -will be composed of four linear factors ; so that in 
the construction of pseudo-elliptic algebraical cases of this 
motion, a return to Abel's original method may prove 
preferable, especially when n is an even number.-On the 
exransion of certain infinite products (I I.), by Prof. J. L. 
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Rogers.-Note on some properties of Gauche cubics, by Mr. 
T. R. Lee. There are two principal theorems in the note, one 
being an analogue of the theorem of Desargues, and the other 
affording a test by which it may be determined whether a given 
line is a chord of a cubic or not.-N ote on the centres of simili
tude of a triangle of constant form circttmsa-ibed to a given 
triangle, by Mr. ]. Griffiths. 

Physical Society, June 9.-Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S., 
Vice-President, in the chair.-Mr. A. P. Trotter read a 
paper on a new photometer. The author has modified 
his illumination photometer, described Proc. I. C. E., vol. 
<:x. paper No. 2619, so as to adapt it to the measurt
ment of candle-power. The principle employed is to view 
a screen illuminated by one source through an aperture in 
a second screen illuminated by the other light, the aperture be
coming invisible when the illuminations :ue equal. After using 
perforations of various patterns, a series of narrow slits cut in 
thin paper were found to give the best result. The plain screen 
is mounted behind the slotted one in a box sliding on the 
photometer bench, and they are arranged so that the light falls 
on them at equal angles. The screens are viewed from a dis
tance of 6 or 7 feet through an opening in the front of the 
box, cords being provided for producing the traversing 
motion. Two "sights" set respectively at the middle of the 
length of the plain screen, and on the lower edge of the front 
?pening, .serv.e to when the middle of the band of equal 

IS ':erttcally above the. pointer on the carriage. 
1 he photometer ts found to be particularly valuable when it is 
desired to determine the maximum power of a variable source. 
When lights of different colour are being compared-say a gas 
flame and an arc-one end of the screen shows blue strips on 
a yellow ground, and the other end yellow s.trips on a blue 
ground ; at the centre the colours seem to blend. To facilitate 
the comparison of such lights, Mr. Crompton, who has been 

at the subject simultaneously with the author, uses one 
screen tmted pale yellow and the other pale blue. Details of 
construction of new photometer are given in the paper, and 
the accuracy attamable when comparing two equal lights of 
about eight candles, stated to be about 1 per cent.-Prof. S. P. 
Thompson, F.R.S., read some notes on photometry. The first 
note relates to the use of two overlapping screens as an iso
photal, and describes the evolution of the Thompson. Starling 
photometer. In this. instrument a prismatic block with apex 
upwards rests crosswise on the photometer bench, and the in
clined sides are respectively illuminated by the two sources to 
be compared. In testing differently-coloured lights, coloured 
stuffs were placed over the surfaces of the wedge. In some 
cases notched and overlapping cards were used to form the 
overlapping surfaces; an inclination of about 70, between the 
two surfaces was found convenient. . The second note refers to 
the periodic principle in photometry, and in it the author dis
cus;es the various methods which have been, or may be used 
for producing small differences of decreasin"' amount between 

sides of a photon>eter screen. 13y employing a device of 
thts .kind much greater accuracy of adjustment is possible. In 
one form of vibration-photometer worked out by the author 
the paraffin blocks of a Jolly's photometer are mounted at 
end of a spring, the other end tieing fixed to the carria"e. The 
act of moving the carriage starts the blocks thus 
producing the desired variations. In a third note the question 
of using the electric arc as a standard of light is dealt with. 
Since 1878 the positive crater has been used as a standard of 
whiteness, and last year both the author and Mr. Swinburne sug
gested that a given area of crater might be used as a standard of 
I ight. This proposal has since been carried out by M. Blonde!. 
Since the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater is high, it necessi
tates very small apertures, or else the use of standards of 
large candle-power. Advantages of usin"' powerful standards 
are pointed out in the paper. With a circular hole 1 m/m in 
diameter, a standard of about fifty.five candles could be 
obtained ; with such a source, benches longer than usual would 
be preferable. A.t the end of the note, the errors which may be 

by usmg as an arc standard a hole in a plate of 
sen<tble thtckness, when viewed obliquely, are investigated, as 
well as those due to inaccuracy of setting the plane of a hole 
made in foil, perpendicular to the photometer bench. Major

Festing, in opening the discussion on both papers, said 
reAect10n frolll the sides of the hole in a thick plate would tend 
to lessen the error calculated by Prof. Thompson. The ordinary 
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impurities in carbon were not likely to alter the brilliancy of the 
crater. Capt. Abney and himself had no reason to distrust its 
constancy. Both the vibrating photometer and Mr. Trotter's 
arrangement would be very useful.-Dr. Sumpner said his photo
metric experience had been obtained with the Bunsen, Jolly, 
and Lummer-Brodhun types. With the two former the in
accuracy arising from uncertainty of adjustment was about 
cent. Changes of about 0'4 per cent. (average) resulted from 
reversing the screens. The Lummer-Brodhun instrument(which 
he described) was better than either of the other two, the aver
age error being about i per cent. Mr. Frank \Vright thought 
scientific men gave too little attention to the que;tion of light 
standards. Photometers could be relied on much more than 
any standard at present in use. The Methven screen was the 
most practical standard yet devised, but in his opinion no 
gaseous flame could be a real standard on account of the influ
ence of the surrounding atmosphere. Prof. A.yrton saw diffi
culties in using long benches as suggested by Dr. Thompson, on 
account of the serious atmospheric absorption which occurs with 
light from arcs. Decreasing the intensity by dispersion or other
wise was preferable. In some tests on glow lamps now being 
carried out at the Central Institution, a Bernstein lamp used as 
a standard was mounted on a spring and vibrated. Mr. Medley 
showed the vibrating standard referred to by Prof. Ayrton, and 
gave a series of numbers showing that with this device in con
junction with the Lummer-Brodhun photometer accuracies of 
about -!; per cent. were obtainable. Mr. Swinburne thought 
Mr. Trotter's arrangement was better than the "wobbling" 
photometer. As to the best length of bench, he was inclined 
to think the shorter the better, provided its dimensions were 
large compared with those of the standard light. He concurred 
with Mr. · Wright in his remarks about the desirability of obtain
ing a better standard. Speaking of the arc as a standard, he 
said that only impurities less volatile than carbon would influence 
the brightness. An important factor was the emmisivity of the 
carbon, which might not be constant. Mr. Blakesley thought 
the accuracy obtainable with Mr. Trotter's photometer had been 
1•nderrated, and pointed out that by using quadrant-shaped 
screens intersecting orthogonally on the axis of the photometer 
instead of straight ones, the width of the neutral band could be 
greatly diminished. Mr. Trotter, referring to Dr. Thompson's 
paper, said he had found considerable difficulty in making pin
holes suitable for arc standards. It was not an easy matter to 
accurately measure the hole when made. In photometric 
measu rements he had found it very important to reverse his 
screens. Curved screens as suggested by Mr. Blakesley had 
been tried, but with little advantage. They also destroyed the 
approximate direct-reading property of the photometer. The 
subject of changing the length of a bench and its effect on the 
gradient of illumination was discussed. With short benches 
one had to guard against the departure from the inverse-square 
law, due to appreciable size of the standard. Recent experi
ments had shown that the light given out by I square m/m of 
crater surface differed considerably from 70 candles.-A paper 
on "The Magnetic Field close to the Surface of a Wire con
veying an Electrical Current," by Prof. G. M. Minchin 
was taken as read. In this paper the author applies the wlution 
he ga.ve in March last for the conical angle subtended by a circle 
at any point in space to determine the magnetic potential at a 
point near the surface of a ring of wire of finite cross section. 
The shapes of the lines of force near the surface, for several 
laws of current distribution across the section, have also been 
worked out. 

Chemicol Society, May 18.-Dr. H. E. Armstrong, Pre
sident, in the chair.-The following papers were read :-Studies 
on the formation of ozone (ii. ), by W. A. Shenstone and M. 
Priest. Using an ozone generator of the Brodie pattern, the 
authors have studied the effect of discharges of varying difference 
of potential upon the quantity of ozone produced. The maximum 
proportion of ozone that can be produced at a given tempera
ture is nearly independent of the potential difference employed, 
provided that this be within 33 and 69 C.G.S. units and that 
the path of the discharge be not very short at any point in the 
generator. When this latter case occurs the maximum quantity 
of ozone that can be obtained has an inverse relation to the 
difference of potential employed. The rapidity of ozonisation 
is greater with a high potential difference than with a low one, 
and the maximum proportion of ozone is produced with a low 
rate of discharge. A generator made of very thin glass, the 
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two tubes of which fit rather closely, gives the greatest yield of 
ozone ; for the same potential difference an induction coil 
ozonises a larger proportion of oxygen than either a Wimshurst 
or a Voss machine. The authors conclude from their experi
ments that the silent discharge acts by decomposing oxygen 
molecules into their atoms, which subsequently re-combine, to a 
greater or Jess extent, according to the conditions, to form the 
triatomic ozone molecules ; it would hence seem that ozone is 
not formed by the direct action of the discharge.-The relative 

or "avidities" of some compounds of weak acid 
character, by J. Shields. The author has calculated the relative 
strengths of a number of compou01ds of weak acid character, 
such as biboric and carbonic acids, hydrogen cyanide and 
phenol, from the rates at which salt solutions hydrolyse ethyl 
acetate.-The boiling points of homologous compounds. Part I. : 
Simple and mixed ethers, by J. Walker. The author finds that 
the boiling. points of members of many homologous series may 
be very closely expressed by the rdation T = a'\1°, where T 
is the absolute boiling point, M the molecular weight, and a 
and b are constants peculiar to each series. The formula may 
he stated in the following form :-The logarithm of the ratio of 
the absolute boiling points of any two members of a homologous 
series, divided by the logarithm of the ratio of their molecular 
weights, is constant.-The conditions determinative of chemical 
change, by H. E. Armstrong.-The nature of depolarisers, by 
the same author. 

Geological Society, June 7.-W. H. Hudleston, F.R.S., 
President, in the chair.-Dr. Johnston-Lavis, in referring to 
specimens and microscopic slides showing eozoonal structure in 
the ejected blocks of Monte Somma, exhibited by him, said 
that all the criticisms of Eozoon have so far been destructive, 
no analogous structure having been found in other localities 
under conditions that could explain the origin of so curious an 
arrangement of different minerals. These altered limestones 
from Monte Somma correspond in all details with those of the 
original Canadian specimens, and in many cases, on account of 
their freshness, exhibit some of the pseudo-organic structural 
details, such as the stolon-tubes, in far greater perfection than 
does the true so-called Eozoon canadense. He had been work
ing at the subject in conjunction with Mr. J. W. Gregory. The 
following communications were read :-The bajocian of the 
Sherborne district: its relations to subjacent and superJacent 
deposits, by S. S. Buckman. This paper is partly the result 
of excavations made by Mr. Hudleston, F.R.S., and the author 
at Sherborne, to determine-the position of the so-called "Sow
erbyi-zone." The author used the term "bajocian" to denote 
the lower beds of what has been called "upper part of the in
ferior oolite." He introduced a term emar (;)flap) as a chrono
logical subdivision of an "age," and considered that the beds dealt 
with in the paper were deposited during 12emata, which he called, 
in descending order,fuscU11lZigza){, 1Yueliii, Gara-ntianzt7n, nior
tmse, Humphriesianum, Sauzei, Witchellia sp., discites, con
cavum, bradfordense, and Murclzisona:. A line from Stoford, 
Somerset, through North Dorset to Milborne Wick, Somerset, 
is the base-line of the district reviewed. Seventeen sections of 
places close to this line were given to show the relations of the 
beds, with the different amounts of strata deposited during suc
cessive emata, and during the same emar at different places. 
By means of tables it was shown that the area of maximum 
accumulation receded eastwards in the earlier emata, and then 
pr9ceeded westwards cluring the later emata. A similar and 
corresponding faunal recession and progression was pointed out, 
though the faunal headquarters always ren,ain _west of the great 
accumulation of deposit. Adding the maximum cleposits 
together, the author found as much as 130 feet of strata deposited 
during the twelve emata = (practically) the " Inferior Oolite of 
Dorset." This is a far greater thickness than had hitherto been 
allowed to beds of this age in the district, but the fault lay 
partly in incorrect correlation. The Dorset strata are corre
lated with strata in other districts-namely, with those of 
Dnndry and Leckhampton Hills in this country. Of these 
the author gave sections, and pointed out the emata during 
which the strata of those localities were deposited, and made 
some alterations in their correlation. Passing to Wiirttemberg, 
the author showed that the equivalent of Sowerbyi-zone 
is exactly represented at Sherboroe. Returning to Normandy, 
the results were compared with the recent work done by Munier
Chalmas, who in some respects has made an even more detailed 
subdivision of the strata. The corrrespondence between the 
divisions for Dorset and those of Munier-Chalmas in Normandy 
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and IIaug iu Southern France was ohown in a table. The 
President, Prof. Blake, the Rev. H. H. Winwood, and Mr. 
Marr took part in the discussion that followed.-On raised 
beaches and rolled stones at high levels in Jersey, by Dr. 
Andrew Dunlop. An account was given of the higher raised 
beaches examined by the author on the south-eastern and 
eastern coast, but probably found in other parts of the island 
also, as indicated by the existence of rolled stones, &c. These 
beaches seem to prove submergence (in the case of that at 
South Hill, to a depth of at least 130 feet below the present 
level) at the end of the "first glacier period." The brick 
clay often lying on raised beach, and containing pebbles, was 
compared to loess by the author. He believed that l)rof. 
Prestwich's theory of sudden and rapid upheaval, with a 
resulting tumultuous sweep of water, may be appiied to Jersey ; 
but also, if the sinking took place at the end of the Glacial 
Period, the peculiar conditions produced by melting ice may 
have played their part in producing the brick-clays. Subse· 
quent upheaval above the present sea-level is indicated by sub
merged forests, sometimes lying on the brick clay. N" o fossils 
have hitherto been found in the raised beaches; but a bone of 
Bos pn"migenius (?) has been extracted from the brick-clay. 
The President, the Rev. H. H. Winwood, and Mr. l\fonckton 
spoke on the subject of the paper. 

Entomological Society, June 7.-Mr. H. J. Elwes, Pre
sident, in the chair.-Mr. A. Cowper Field exhibited varieties 
of Smerintlws ti!ia:, bred between 1890 and 1893, under varying. 
conditions of temperature, those which had been exposed to a 
lower temperature being much darker than tho>e which had been 
exposed to a higher. Mr. Merrifield made some observations on 
the subject, and remarked that, as far as his experience went, 
no hard and fast rule could be laid down with regard to the 
production of the lighter or darker colourings, as a high tem
perature sometimes produced dark forms.-Mr. W. M. Christy 
exhibited a series Zygcena trzfolii, including very many yellow 
forms, all, with one exception taken at one spot during the 
latter half of May, 1893, and belonging to one colony. Some 
of the specimens were more or less incomplete, both in structure 
and colour, and Mr. Barrett stated as his opinion that this was 
due to their having been forced by the unusually fine weather. 
Lord Walsingham, Mr. Merrifield, and others took part in the 
discussion which followed.-The President remarked on the great 
abundance of Coleophora !aricella in Gloucestershire, and stated· 
that they were committing great ravages among young larches. 
Lord Walsingham stated that he had seen young larches at 
Carlsbad completely bleached by this moth.-lt was suggested 
by several Fellows of the Society that care should be taken to 
observe the occurrence of second broods of insects during the 
year. -Mons. Wailly exhibited cocoons of various silk-producing 
Lepidoptera, and stated that the larva or Attacus whose 
foo1-plant is oak, had been reared in Trinidad on Tcrminalia 
latifo!ia. 

Linnean Society, June 15.-Prof. Stewart, President, in 
the chair.-Mr. A. W. Bennett exhibited some curious examples 
of revivification in plants, and made some remarks on the tentacles 
of Drosera ro!tmdifolia and longtfolia, specimens of which were 
exhibited under the microscope.-Dr. Stapf read a paper on 
the botany of Mount Kina Balu, North Borneo, and exhibited 
some of the most characteristic plants. His remarks were 
criticised by Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, who regarded the paper 
as a valuable contribution to geographical botany.-Prof. W. 
A. Herdman, in continuation of a former paper printed in the 
Society's journal, gave an interesting account of several species 
of British Tttnicata, some of which were previously undescribed, 
his remarks being illustrated by figures projected on the screen by 
means of the oxy-hydrogen lantern.-On behalf of Miss A. L. 
S:nith, Mr. George Murray gave an abstract of a paper on the 
anatomy of a plant brought from Senegambia by Mr. G. F. 
Scott Elliot, the affinities of which had r.ot been precisely 
determined; hut which was referred either to the Melastomacre 
or Gmtianacece. The author's views, which were illustrated by 
means of the oxy-hydrogen lantern, were criticised by Dr. D. 
H. Scott.-ln the absence of Mr. Scott Elliott, a paper was 
read on his behalf by the secretary, on the African species of the 
genus Ficus. -Prof. F. W. Oliver, on behalf of Miss M. Benson, 
gave an abstract of a paper entitled contributions to the em
bryology of the A mentzfc•'te, illustrated by diagrams of sections 
1Hade by the author.-With this meeting the session of 1892-93 
was brought to a close. 
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Academy of Sciences, June 12.-M. Loewy in the chair.
Baron von Nordenskiold was elected Foreign Associate.-On 
the theory of flow over weirs without lateral contraction, taking 
into account the variations undergone by the inferior contrac
tion of the falling sheet according to the height of fall, by M. J. 
Boussinesq.-On the h•at of combustion of the principal gaseous 
hydrocarbons. by MM. Berthelot and Matignon.-The dif
ferences of the heat of combustion in the homologues of the 
formene series are sensibly constant and amount to about 157. 
-On the modulus function xoo, by M. A. Cayley.-Photo
graphic study of some sources of light, by M. A. Crova.
Presentation of an iconographic monograph upon Bubalus 
antiquus, Duvernay, by M. A. Pomel.-On a class of surfaces 
with rational generators, by M. G. Humbert.-On some sur
faces with several modes of generation, by M. G. Scheffers.
A general property of any field not admittinl.'( of a potential, by 
M. Vaschy. The distribution of the force (or vector) fat the 
various points of the field is identical with the distribution of the 
resultant of two fictitious forces f 1 and / 2 defined as follows :
The force / 1 would be developed by a system of masses acting 
at a distance according to the law of universal gravitation; / 2 
"ould be developed by a system of "vectorial ma>Ses" acting 
according to Laplace's law. The density p of the first masses 
and the components f'x, /-'y, !-'" of the density 1-' of the vectorial 
masses would be by 

4,.p = + oY + ig 
ax oy oz · 

and equations of the type 
av az 

411'1-'x = oi - a)/ 

where X, Y, Z, are the components of j, and the " vectorial 
mass" contained in an infinitely small volume d oo is 1-' d oo , 
where!-' is the "density."-On terms of a superior order in the 
deviation of the compass, by M. E. Guyon.-On a remark of 
M. Guyon relative to the calculus of stability of vessels, by M. 
Ch. Doyere.-On the photographic properties of the salts of 
cobalt. Hydrated peroxide of cobalt dissolved in oxalic 
acid gives a solution of very unstable cobaltic oxalate, which 
is easily reduced to the cobaltous state hy the action of 
light. This action may be utilised to produce photographic 
prints. A cobaltous salt is precipitated with sodium per
oxide; the co baltic hydrate formed is carefully washed in 
hot water, collected, and treated in the cold with a saturated 
solution of oxalic acid; the reaction, which must take 
place in the presence of an excess of cobaltic hy<irate, is 
finished in several hours, and gives a green solution with which 
gelatinised paper may be impregnated. Printing is done very 
quickly. After sufficient exposure the proof is developed by 
means of a 5 per cent. solution of potassium ferricyanide, and 
fixed hy simple washing. The image obtained is pale red. It 
is intensified and given a more agreeable colour by 
treating with an alkaline sulphide, which converts the 
ferricyanide of cobalt into the sulphide. The process is 
distinguished by its simplicity, rapidity and cheapness.-On 
Stas's atomic weights, by M. J. D. van der Plaats.
On chromodisulphuric, chromotrisulphuric, and chromosul
phochromic acids, by M. A. Recoura.-Action of oxygen upon 
sodammonium and potassammonium, by M. A. Joannis.-On 
soft sulphur moistened in the state of vapour, by M. Jules 
Gal.-On the estimation of manganese by the oxydimetric 
methods, by M. Adolphe Carnot.-On the product of asymetry, 
by M. Ph. A. Guye.-On the alcoholic fer,uentation of J ern
salem artichokes under the influence of pure yeasts, by M. 
Lucien Levy.-On a new series of colouring matters, by M. A. 
Trillat.-On the assimilation of the gaseous nitrogen of the 
atmosphere by microbes, by M. S. Winogradsky.-Observa
tions thereon, by M. Berthelot.-On the doubling of carbonic 
acid under the influence of sol\'r radiation, by M.A. Bach.-On 
llficronereis variegata, by M. Emile G. Racovitza.-On the oil 
of the eggs of the Algerian Pilgrim Cricket (Acridium pere
grznum), by M. Raphael Dubois.-Influence of moisture on the 
development of the nodosities of the Leguminosre, by M. 
Edmond Gain.-On the concordance of the phenomena of 
cellular division in the lilies and in Spirogyras, and on the 
identity of the causes producing them, by M. Ch. Degagny.
On the specific gravities of isomorphous crystals, by M. Georges 
Woulf.-On the axinite of Oisans, by MM. Albert Offret and 
Ferdinand Gonnard.-On the eruptive rocks of Servia, by M. 
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J. M. Lugovic.-On Polyxonmn sakha!imnse, regarded as 
fodder for cattle, by M. Doumet-Adanson.-On the toxicity of 
stereoisomeric acid tartrates, and a general formula for measur
ing their toxic power, by M. C. Chabrie.-The electric brush 
discharge as a treatment for refractory cutaneous pruritus, by 
M. H. Leloir. 
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